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This research proposed that bodily feedback (approach and avoidance motor actions) signals differential psychological distance, thus

influencing the level of construal for mental representation of objects or events. When performing arm extension (flexion) contraction,

people tend to form a mental representation in higher (lower)-level, more abstract (concrete) terms, and categorize things at a

superordinate (subordinate) category.
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Extended Abstract
A body of literature has suggested that the chronic-built association between isometric arm flexion/extension contraction and 

approach/ avoidance motivational orientations influences people’s judgment and attitude formation (Cacioppo, Priester, & Berntson, 
1993; Peiester, Cacioppo, & Petty, 1996). Arm flexion (by pressing upward on a table) produces bodily feedback which is associated 
with approaching positive stimuli; while arm extension (by pressing downward on a table) provides the association with avoiding 
negative stimuli (Forster, 1998; Forster, & Strack, 1997). This motor action effect is bidirectional. Performing arm flexion vs. extension 
makes people evaluate a neutral object more positively or negatively; presenting people with positive vs. negative valenced stimuli also 
automatically activates an approach vs. avoidance motor tendency (Bargh, 1997).

Construal level theory was recently suggested by Liberman and Trope (1998) as a framework linking psychological distance and 
abstraction. According to their theory, the chronic association between psychological distance (temporal, social, spatial or hypothetical) 
and abstraction in cognition leads to the tendency to mentally represent a distant object with higher-level (abstract) construals, while 
represent a near object with lower-level (concrete) construals.

We propose that the approach vs. avoidance motor actions, bringing things toward or away from oneself, might signal differential 
psychological distance. That is, the arm flexion contraction is associated with near psychological distance and arm extension is associated 
with far psychological distance. Therefore, performing arm flexion might lead to the tendency of construing objects with more concrete, 
subordinate terms; while performing arm extension leads to a more high-level construal mental representation of objects. Two studies 
were conducted to test this proposition. 

In Study 1, participants were presented with a series of pictures of objects from four different categories (vehicle, clothing, 
furniture, and fruit) on the computers. The choice of exemplars for each category is following Rosch’s (1975) norms, with exemplars 
having differential typicality to their corresponding categories. The presentation order of the objects was randomized. After seeing 
each picture, participants were asked to assign the item to a superordinate or a subordinate category (i.e. a picture of apple followed 
by two categorization choices: apple and fruit). Response time on categorization decision was also measured. While performing the 
categorization task, participants were asked to either place their palm on the bottom (flexion) or on the top (extension) of the table. 
We predict that when an objects is presented under arm flexion, less psychological distance of the object is perceived, thus people are 
more likely to represent it at more concrete construals, which in turn leads to a more subordinate categorization. On the other hand, arm 
extension will lead to a more superordinate categorization. Repeated measure ANOVA was performed with isometric exercise (flexion 
vs. extension) as between-subjects variable, and we looked at the isometric exercise effect on both binary categorization choice and 
response time. Results from the vehicle category support our hypothesis. A significant categorization by motor action interaction effect 
was shown on the response time (P=.01). When performing arm flexion, people were faster at assigning items to a subordinate category 
(i.e. car) (RTsuperordinate=2087; RTsubordinate =1449 mini sec.); while performing arm extension, people were faster at assigning items 
to a superordinate category (vehicle) (RTsuperordinate =1393 ; RTsubordinate =1567 mini sec.). 

In Study 2, Vallacher and Wegner’s Behavioral Identification Form (BIF) (1989) was used as the test stimuli to measure the 
construal level of people’s action identification under different motor action conditions. Specifically, while performing isometric exercise, 
participants were asked to choose between a high-level and a low-level identity on the 25 action items from the BIF scale (i.e. Reading: 
a. following lines of print; b. gaining knowledge). The presentation order of the two alternatives was counterbalanced. We predict that 
people under arm flexion are more likely to choose low-level identity of the actions; while people in the arm extension are more likely 
to choose high-level identity of the actions. Results of analyses support our prediction (p=.06)

Taken these two studies together, we found the effects of bodily feedback on the level of construals being used to represent objects 
or events. When people are performing arm extension contraction, they tend to form a mental representation in higher-level, more abstract 
terms, and categorize things at a superordinate category; while performing arm flexion contraction leads to a lower-level, more concrete 
mental representation and a more subordinate categorization.  

Previous research has suggested that effect between construal and psychological distance is bidirectional. Manipulations of construal 
would affect distance perceptions in the same way as the distance of an event influences its construal. Therefore, one of the future research 
directions will be to test the direct effect of approach/avoidance motor actions on the perception of various dimensions of psychological 
distance. For example, in the temporal distance dimension, while performing arm flexion vs. extension contraction, participants will be 
presented with descriptions of a series of events (i.e. imagine that you’re considering “opening a bank account”, “enrolling in a fitness 
program”), and then be asked to answer how much time from now the activity would be performed (Liberman et al., 2007). It will be 
interesting to know if people’s perception of psychological distance shifts with the motor actions being performed.
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Extended Abstract
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1997) suggests that individuals differ in how they approach pleasure and avoid pain. These 

differences are manifested in two distinct regulatory systems which govern how people pursue goals: promotion focus and prevention 
focus (Higgins 1997). When it comes to consumption, different product attributes help individuals fulfill different regulatory focus goals. 
It has been shown that hedonic products allow consumers to reach their promotion-focus goals whereas utilitarian products permit them to 
realize their prevention-focus goals (Chernev 2004; Dhar and Wertenbroch 2000). In this research, we explore whether the “fit” between 
hedonic products and promotion-focus and that between utilitarian products and prevention-focus holds true in the context of loyalty 
rewards programs. Specifically, we propose that psychological reactance aroused by loyalty programs may result in reward preferences 
that do not necessarily match individuals’ regulatory goals. 

Regulatory focus can be a chronic individual trait or situationally induced (Aaker and Lee 2001; Higgins et al. 2001). Promotion-
focused individuals are concerned with the presence and absence of positive outcomes (gains and non-gains) to pursue maximal goals of 
advancement, growth, and accomplishment (Camacho, Higgins, and Lugar 2003; Higgins 2000). On the other hand, prevention-focused 
individuals are interested in the presence and absence of negative outcomes (losses and non-losses) to attain minimal goals of protection, 
safety, and responsibility (Brendl and Higgins 1996; Idson, Liberman, and Higgins 2000).

Hedonic goods provide individuals with an affect-based consumption experience that delivers benefits of sensual fun, pleasure, 
and excitement (Hirschman and Holbrook 1982). Since individuals with promotion goals are inclined to maximize their potential gains, 
they place more emphasis on products that provide hedonic benefits in order to realize their “maximal” goals (Chernev 2004; Chitturi, 
Raghunathan, and Mahajan 2007). On the other hand, consumption of utilitarian goods is often cognition-based and driven by a need to 
acquire functional, practical, and instrumental benefits (Strahilevitz and Myers 1998). As individuals with prevention goals are concerned 
with minimizing their losses, they show a tendency toward products that present utilitarian benefits in order to fulfill their “minimal” 
goals (Kivetz and Simonson 2002). 

However, this regulatory focus–product fit may not hold for consumers who choose between loyalty programs offering a hedonic 
vs. a utilitarian reward of equal monetary value. Loyalty programs are known to activate reactance among consumers (Kivetz 2005). 
Since loyalty programs demand commitment over a period of time in order to prevent switching behavior, consumers may perceive these 
programs as a restriction to their future freedom of choice and express reactance toward them (Kivetz 2005). The situational reactance 
experienced by individuals is partly driven by their level of chronic reactance (Hong and Faedda 1996). 

We expect promotion-focused individuals to experience higher levels of chronic reactance than prevention-focused individuals. 
While promotion-focused individuals often adopt a more risky bias and consider various alternatives in consumption choice contexts, 
prevention-focused consumers usually follow a more risk-averse strategy and limit themselves to fewer alternatives. “Variety-seeking” 
people tend to express intense reactance toward threats to their freedom of choice.

When an extrinsic reward becomes salient as a potential reason for a particular behavior, people attribute their behavior to this 
outside influence (Kivetz 2005). Utilitarian rewards do not provide a strong extrinsic reason for consumers to exhibit specific consumption 
behaviors. Therefore, consumers believe that their behavior is not influenced by utilitarian rewards and do not perceive them as a threat. 
In contrast, hedonic rewards present a salient extrinsic explanation for particular consumption behaviors. Hence, consumers usually 
attribute their behavior to these incentives and see them as a threat to their freedom. 

Since promotion-focused consumers are expected to have higher levels of chronic reactance, they are more likely to prefer loyalty 
programs that offer utilitarian rewards in order to alleviate their reactance toward such programs. On the other hand, as prevention-
focused consumers are expected to have lower levels of chronic reactance and do not face the need to alleviate their reactance, they are 
expected to be indifferent toward loyalty programs that offer hedonic or utilitarian rewards. 


